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MATERIAL FACT

São Paulo, SP, Brazil, February 11, 2019  GAFISA S.A. (BOVESPA: GFSA3) (“Gafisa” or “Company”), in
consideration of news article published by “Seu Dinheiro” investment site on February 8, 2019, entitled
“Mu Hak is close to asking for help and admits selling Gafisa”, besides inquiries received from other
medias concerning referred article, hereby informs its shareholders and the market in general that
requested clarifications from GWI Group which replied as follows:

“With regards to the news article published by media on February 8, 2019, GWI Group, from which GWI
Asset Management S.A. is party, confirms that within the scope of its asset management activities and
maximization of return to its investors, is continuously assessing strategic alternatives for its main
investments.

Within this context, GWI Group confirms is holding discussions with third parties which may result,
amongst other alternatives, in the full or partial disposal of its stake in Gafisa S.A. GWI Group points out
that referred discussions are still preliminary, not assuring that any transaction will be materialized”.

GAFISA S.A.
Ana Maria Loureiro Recart
Chief Executive, Financial and Investor Relations Officer
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